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1. Introduction
It is observed that the governments with the origin of the state have been
undertaking governance functions, including expansion of the state border and
day-to-day administrative operations by raising revenue from the citizens. In the
interval of time, aspirations of the citizens also gradually got unlimited and the need
was emerged for the state mechanisms to realize the necessities of the people by
managing the limited economic resources. Acquisition of resources, its distribution,
utilization and assessment are key dimensions of the management of public
resources. The proper management of the dimensions on the one hand ensures
the wise utilization of the limited resources and means of the state while on the
other it contributes to maintain transparency, accountability and responsibility in
the mobilization of public resources, thereby preparing the foundation for building
mutual trust and good relations between the government and the people. Maintaining
aggregate fiscal discipline, insuring that public resources are allocated in line with
fiscal policy objectives and achieving efficiency in service delivery are the goals
and functions of PFM. Public finance management (PFM) is therefore fundamental
for effective resource management and is the backbone for fiscal governance and
effective and efficient public service delivery. The public financial management
connects the resources of the state with the needs of the citizens.
PFM comprises a set of processes that include formulation and implementation of
different fiscal policies, including those related to revenue, expenditure, public debts
and sectoral strategies. The concept of citizen engagement (CE) in PFM moves
beyond transparency and contributes to government accountability in achieving
better development outcomes, more inclusive budget processes, and establishing
pro-poor fiscal policies. There are perennial public interests and concerns on PFM as it
is a governance system having direct impacts on the lives of the people.

1.1 Citizen engagement in public financial management:
Citizen engagement refers to the variety of ways in which the public – including
citizens, civil society organizations, community groups, business organizations,
academics, and other non-state actors – interact directly with public authorities on
fiscal policy design and implementation. In PFM, as in policy processes, depending on
the budget cycle, CE may require involvement of the general public, as well as more
specialized civil society organizations and civic experts for in-depth feedback — both
are complementary to each other for influencing effective budget outcomes. CE may
take different forms and imply different levels of involvement – from simply informing
and consulting to collaborating, engaging in decision-making and empowering. The
interactions range from one-off consultation, through face to face deliberation, to
ongoing and institutionalized relationships.
Citizen engagement in public financial management means two-way interaction
between citizens and governments for better public decision-making process,
development efforts and development outcomes. Public participation covers both
macro-fiscal policy – the main fiscal aggregates, the appropriate size of the deficit and
so on – as well as micro-fiscal issues of tax design and administration, and the allocation
and effectiveness of spending. It encompasses engagement in four main domains:
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•
•

•
•

Across the whole annual budget cycle, from budget preparation, legislative ap
proval, budget implementation, to review and audit.
Related to new policy initiatives or reviews (for example, of revenues or expendi
tures) that extend over a longer period than the window for preparation of the
annual budget.
In the design, production and delivery of public goods and services
In the planning, appraisal, and implementation of public investment projects.
(Source: A Blog by Murray Petrie, IMF, https://bit.ly/2Q61xc2)

World Bank promotes five principles while mainstreaming CE: result-oriented
participation; citizen engagement in all phases of the operational process; emphasis
on enabling the country system; CE is context specific and develops gradually.
Since any tools and mechanisms of citizen engagement in public financial
management as mentioned earlier cannot be applicable and appropriate in all the
contexts and geographies, it is essential to determine and implement local contextrelevant methods and processes. Therefore, it is imperative to customize the CE
tools in PFM as per the geo-political, social and economic situation of the concerned
country and bring them into implementation in a strategic manner.

1.2 PEFA initiatives and citizen engagement strategies:
Taking this into consideration, transparency and accountability of PFM has been
one of the key aspects of the PEFA framework since 2008. To promote citizen
engagement in the budget process, the PEFA secretariat piloted budget related
consultations at federal and provincial levels with the participation of municipalities;
it trained journalists on budgeting issues, supported selected municipalities in
conducting budgetary public hearings, and improved capacities of CSOs to engage
in budgetary matters. Moreover, different public agencies have gained experiences
thorough initiatives intended to promote public participation in the budget
formulation process and citizen's access to budget information. However, the existing
experiences of agencies within the national PFM system and international supporting
agencies are still sporadic and unevenly distributed across sectors and regions of the
country; and their implementation is often dependent on external financial support.
The PEFA Secretariat’s understanding that extra efforts need to be put to
mainstreaming the concept of fiscal transparency, participation and accountability in
the national PFM system is reinforced by the general commitment of the Government
of Nepal to promoting citizen engagement.
Following the analysis of current policies, legislation and practices of citizen
engagement in PFM at different levels of governments in Nepal, initiatives undertaken
so far to promote social accountability and transparency as well as reflection on
international standards and experiences, the PEFA Secretariat has developed this
Strategy for CE in PFM in Nepal.
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2. Vision
Result-oriented public financial management system in all three tiers of federal Nepal
with citizen engagement

3. Mission
To promote a transparent, accountable, participatory and inclusive PFM system at all
levels in federal Nepal.

4. Core Principles
The core principles on which the citizen-friendly PFM system in Nepal builds include:
PFM principles

CE rational

Aggregate fiscal discipline
Aggregate fiscal discipline requires striking a
balance between sustainable domestic revenue
sources and public expenditure. A proper
review and assessment of the country's public
expenditure capacity and ceiling should inform
expenditure decisions.

Participatory expenditure priorities
setting
CE is essential in defining and prioritizing
expenditure based on real needs and
public interests and in the decisionmaking process related to the availability
of tax and revenue sources, identifying
potential resources and reforms.

Allocative and Operational Efficiency
Allocative efficiency looks at whether public resources
are allocated based on strategic policy priorities and
whether allocation decisions are rationally taken.
Operational efficiency is linked to ability to provide
high quality public services at low cost.

Public feedback on public services
CE in defining policy priorities and
providing feedback on access and quality
to public services can promote both
allocative and operational efficiency.

Legitimacy
Legitimacy of PFM is related to public buy-in
of budgetary decisions taken by responsible
agencies.

Understanding and acceptance of
budget decisions
CE is an integral part of PFM to ensure
legitimacy of government decisions.

Predictability
While budget planning sets the stage for the
implementation of budget policies, the budget can
only be implemented effectively if it is done within
a system of standards, processes, and internal
controls. This ensures that resources are obtained
and used as intended.

Check-and-balance and whistle blowing
Citizen check-and-balance and whistle
blowing systems are important elements
to reinforce the internal control system.

Transparency
Fiscal transparency refers to availability,
accessibility, timeliness of and comprehensiveness
of fiscal data, information and reports at each
stage of the PFM cycle.

Access to information
Active dissemination of information to the
public about process and outcomes of
PFM decisions is a pre-condition for their
constructive engagement.

Accountability
Accountability in PFM refers to ability of both public
agencies and citizens to hold officials involved in the
budget process accountable for both the process of
decision-making and its outcomes.

Social accountability mechanisms
Implementing social accountability effectively
requires mainstreaming mechanisms of CE
throughout the PFM cycle.
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5. Strategic Objectives and Proposed Strategies
The Strategy for CE in PFM in Nepal distinguishes between four strategic objectives
related to each of the three levels of PFM – federal, provincial and local and cross
cutting sector:
Objective 1 (at federal level): To strengthen transparency, accessibility and
accountability of the federal budget process vis-à-vis the citizens at each stage of the
PFM cycle.
Suggested strategy to achieve the objective: Providing full information on the federal
budget in a timely and comprehensive manner and in accessible format, securing
independent and informed views on the budget at different stages and opening
channels for engaging interested society groups.
Objective 2 (at provincial level): To make the provincial budget an effective
instrument for linking strategic public investment priorities with local development
needs through effective citizen engagement.
Suggested strategy to achieve the objective: Linking MTEF to provincial development
strategies, opening the provincial budget to public scrutiny, ensuring the provincial
budget is receptive to planning inputs from below and making the overall process of
the budget inclusive and participatory.
Objective 3 (at local level): To operationalize citizen engagement and inclusion
principles in local PFM process.
Suggested strategy to achieve the objective: Focusing on regulatory frameworks
and capacity-building of both supply side (local government) and demand side
(communities) of budgeting process, whereby improving “supply” implies organizing
“spaces and places” for citizen/ community engagement and enhancing “demand”
requires strengthening self-organization of communities and ability to represent their
interests, engage and demand accountability of local governments throughout the
PFM cycle.
Objective 4 (at cross-cutting level): To enhance fiscal transparency and good
governance at all levels and phases on the basis of partnership between the
government and citizens
Suggested strategy to achieve the objective: Building mutual collaboration and
partnership between the demand side and supply side in the scope of work between
and beyond the definite levels and stages by enhancing their existing capacity
targeting fiscal transparency and governance reforms
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The proposed actions in the support of these four level strategic objectives include
legal/ regulatory, structural/ institutional and civil society organizational measures. All
proposed measures are recommended based on situation analysis at each level in line
with the six-stage budget cycle:

Scheme 1. Budget cycle used for the assessment analytical framework

1 Periodic strategic
planing and
fiscal forecast

6 External audit and
oversight

2 Budget formulation
by the executive

5 Accounting
and reporting

3 Budget approval
by the legislature

4 Budget execution

In support of the implementation of the strategic objectives and proposed strategies
an Action Plan and a Monitoring Plan are developed (see next chapters).
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Indicators of progress
Sources

Timing

Responsible agency

Supporting Agency

Disclosure of project bank
in open data format

1.3 Prepare a project bank with sector-wise
classification in a participatory way, develop a
system to enter details of the project included
in the local level project bank and make them
publicly available and accessible

2.1 (a) Institutionalize the practice of producing
and making public the pre-budget statement
with key macroeconomic details and indicators,
income, expenditure and financial arrangements,
national pride projects and substantial changes
in budget priorities and data/information
showing its potential impacts on economy as
well as collecting public and parliamentary
inputs by MoF (at least one month before the
national budget is presented at the Parliament
recommendations on the statement).
2.1 (b) Collect civic inputs and recommendations on
pre-budget statement through e-medium and
platforms (website, mobile apps) and hold direct
dialogue in community
Availability of pre-budget
statement containing basic
macroeconomic details
and data
Citizen and feedback
received on pre-budget
statement

Availability of revenue and
expenditure framework
and priorities to the public
and feedback received

1.2 Timely disclose the revenue and expenditure
framework and priorities developed, while
framing MTEF inviting feedback from CSOs and
public.

2. At the stage of budget formulation

Disclosure of draft
periodic/strategic plan

Work procedure for
citizen consultation and
engagement in periodic/
strategic planning

1.1 (a) Consult with experts and CSOs, and
determine steps, medium and procedures
of receiving inputs and feedbacks from the
general public at different steps of periodic and
strategic planning at federal level.
1.1 (b) Disclose the draft of periodic/strategic plan
for public inputs.

1. At the stage of periodic/strategic planning/fiscal forecast

Records of
feedback and
inputs

MoF website

NPC web portal

MoF and NPC
websites;
Records of
citizen feedback
and reports
on citizen
engagement

Records
of citizens’
feedback

NPC website

Every year
(within Aprilend)

Regular

From first
year annually

First year
From
first year
periodically
while
formulating
plans
(3/5years)

MoF/ NPC

NPC

MoF/NPC

NPC

NRFC/NPC/Nepal
Rastra Bank

Line ministries,
departments and
offices at all levels

OPMCM/Line
Ministries/ FCGO/
Revenue Advisory
Board (RAB)

Office of the
Prime Minister and
Council of Ministers
(OPMCM), Natural
Resource and Fiscal
Commission (NRFC)
and MOF

Objective 1. Improve transparency, accessibility and accountability of the federal budget process vis-à-vis the public.
Indicator of success: Open Budget Index for Nepal.
Key Strategies: Provide full information on the federal budget in a timely and comprehensive manner and in accessible format. Secure independent views on the
budget at different stages. Open channels for engaging interested society groups.

Federal level

Actions

Action Plan
Strategic Plan and Action Plan for CE in PFM in Nepal

Availability of work
procedure and its
implementation

Determined procedure and
its implementation

Availability of method
and medium for receiving
feedback and status of
civic participation

Amendment to gender
budget coding instructions
and its implementation
Disclosure of Executive
Budget proposal
and relevant budget
documents (open data
format)
Availability of ‘Citizen
Budget’

2.3 Determine calendar, methods and medium
(electronic and direct) for citizen consultation
and feedback collection on revenue policy of
upcoming fiscal year and bring them to effect

2.4 Put in place different medium and methods for
ensuring participation of target groups such as
women, marginalized and under-represented
communities during budget formulation phase

2.5 Apply gender budget coding on heading and
subheading of individual program level and not
limited to administrative units level.

2.6.a Continue disclosing all relevant budget
documents along with the executive budget
proposal. Disclose the budget data through
official web portal in machine-readable/open
format.
2.6.b Produce and make publicly available ‘Citizen
Budget’ (non-technical presentation of the
budget) along with the Appropriation Act.

Indicators of progress

2.2 Introduce procedures to make citizen
participation open and inclusive in the
consultations at Parliamentary Finance
Committee during the pre-budget and budget
formulation phase

Actions

MoF and FCGO
web portal/
national data
portal, Nepal,
Citizen App

MoF website and
Budget Details
(Red book)

MoF website
and interactive
online platform/
Report of direct
consultation with
disaggregated
details of
participation

RAB and
MoF websites
/ Records
of citizens’
feedback

Website of
parliament
(HoR)
secretariat/
Records
of citizens’
feedback

Sources

First year and
annually

From first
year annually

First year and
regular

MoF/FCGO

MoF and NPC

MoF

RAB

Parliamentary
Finance Committee

First year
(Framing
procedure)
Every year

Responsible agency

Timing
First year
(preparation
of work
procedure)
Citizen
consultation
and feedback
collection
(midDecember to
May 28 every
year)

Parliamentary
secretariat
Key national thinktanks

NIC/MoCIT

GRB Committee/
FCGO/Line
Ministries

MoFAGA/Ministry
of Women, Children
and Senior Citizens
and Constitutional
Commissions

MoF, Department of
Inland Revenue and
NNRFC

Parliamentary
secretariat/
Public Accounts
Committee

Supporting Agency

National Strategic Plan and Action Plan for CE in PFM in Nepal
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Availability of
parliamentary review of
executive budget proposal

Records of hearing and
participation

3.2 Ensure proper examining of the executive
budget proposal (including through provision
of training to relevant committees and experts
involvement) and make the analysis outcomes
available to public and media.

3.3 Consult with citizens on representative basis
prior to the clause-wise discussion in the
parliament

Availability of half-yearly
and annual reports with
comprehensive fiscal
information
Number of federal
program/projects annually
applying PETs and other
forms of TPM; Number of
trained CSOs and media
representatives

Number of surveys

Number of trained MPs
and committee members

4.1 Make the documents reflecting the status of
budget implementation more comprehensive,
in particular quarterly, half-yearly and annual
reports which should include comparative
information related to program level estimation
and expenditure.

4.2 (a) Implement methods such as PETs and
other forms of third-party monitoring for
oversight of vertical/ sectoral programs through
independent agencies or CSOs
4.2 (b) Conduct capacity-building programs for
CSOs and media on monitoring of budget and
program implementation at federal level.

4.3 Carry out beneficiary/ citizen satisfaction/
perception surveys during implementation and
after completion of national pride projects.

4.4 Design and deliver training to the concerned
parliamentary committees including PAC and
PFC on PFM issues, citizen engagement and
parliamentary oversight on budget process

4. At the budget implementation stage

Availability of method
and medium of feedback
and inputs collection
(call center, mobile apps,
suggestion box, email etc)

Indicators of progress

3.1 Make arrangement for citizens (CSOs,
professional and academic communities, private
sector associations, etc.) to submit their inputs
to the Parliament or the respective constituency
representatives in the areas including
macroeconomic issues, revenue forecast,
social sector expenditure policy, bridging
budget deficit and borrowings, and public
investment projects and public services during
budget proposal review by relevant thematic
committees and by the Finance Committee

3. At the budget approval stage

Actions

Training records

Websites of
NPC and other
concerned
agencies, Survey
reports

Monitoring
reports
published
through MoF/
NPC websites
Training records

First year and
later as per
need

From first
year annually
/ mid-term or
upon project
completion

From first
year annually

From
first year
quarterly,
Half-yearly
and annually

From first
year annually
(June first
week)

Live cast/
Conferences
reports /
Website of
parliamentary
secretariat

MoF/FCGO
websites

From first
year annually

Every year

Timing

Website of
parliamentary
secretariat

Concerned
committee
secretariat’s
website

Sources

PFM training center
at MoF

Concerned
implementing
agencies and NPC

PFM Training Center
at MoF

MoF/NPC/
line ministries &
agencies/FCGO

MoF/FCGO

PFC

Parliamentary
secretariat

Parliament
secretariat

Responsible agency

Federal
parliamentary
secretariat

MoF

MoF

OPMCM

FCGO

Parliamentary
secretariat

Key national thinktanks designated
by parliament
secretariat

MoF, Parliamentary
Party of
Political Parties,
Parliamentarians,
Municipal Executive
and CSOs

Supporting Agency
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Availability of discussion
agendas and minutes
publicly

4.7 Prior to public discussions in the course of the
budget implementation review, release discussion
agenda, methods, timing, and provide background
materials to make citizen consultation further
effective.

Availability of virement
details
Availability of guideline
Disclosure of information
and practices of civic
dialogue
Practice of participatory
citizen monitoring

4.9 Routinely publish reports related to the
transfers of funds and sources of revenue on
the heading of budget spending

4.10 (a) Develop a guideline on budget allocation,
transfer and virements during pandemic and
other emergency times
4.10 (b) Disclose such information and hold
dialogue with citizens on a representative way
4.10 (c) Ensure participatory citizen monitoring of
key public procurement during emergency

Availability of PE reports
containing fiscal information
on income, expenditure,
asset and liabilities
Number of civic dialogue
and herring

Practice of civic
recommendations/Inputs
on mid-term review

4.6 Initiate a practice of receiving inputs/
recommendations to address weaknesses in
budget implementation by engaging CSOs in
the course of budget mid-term review.

4.8 (a) Produce and publish the reports containing
income, expenditure, assets and liabilities,
debt, investment and arrears of every public
enterprises in every three months
4.8 (b) Make arrangements obliging such public
enterprises to conduct direct or indirect civic
dialogue and consultation on such reports

Availability of amended
work procedure nd
regulations
Availability of information
and data on public
procurement information
and its citizens access

Indicators of progress

4.5 Update regulation on e-procurement to oblige
agencies at all levels to disclose all information
related to public procurement (possibly through
a dedicated unified web-portal managed by
PPMO), including relevant key documents and
information related to progress of contracts
processing, as well as grievance redress
mechanisms, by making necessary amendments
to the e-procurement related provisions in
Public Procurement Regulation

Actions

Participatory
monitoring
report

Records of civic
dialogue

MoF website

MoF website

Websites of MoF
and concerned
PEs

Process report
with Line
Ministries and
Agencies

Reports on
consultation
on MoF/Line
ministry website

PPMO portal

Sources

Every month

Every month

Second year

From first
year monthly

Regular since
first year

From first
year annually

From first
year annually

First year
(amended
work
procedure)
Real time
(data)

Timing

PPMP. Line ministry
and offices

MoF

MoF

MoF

All PEs

Line ministries or
agencies

MOF and line
ministries

PPMO

Responsible agency

MoF

NIC

OPMCM

FCGO

MoF

MoF

NPC

OPMCM and all
ministries and
agencies

Supporting Agency
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Availability of daily reports
containing comprehensive
level of fiscal information
through a one-stop portal

Availability of
comprehensive documents
reflecting status of budget
implementation

Indicators of progress

6.1 (a) Mainstream engagement of citizen
Availability of updated
organizations in the performance audit based
guidelines and citizen
on the existing experience and evaluation. Make participation mechanism
proactive disclosure of information specified
in the Right to Information Act an indicator of
performance audit.
6.1 (b) Ensure citizens’ participation in the
environmental audit, IT audit and special audit
and arrange collection of citizen feedbacks in
the risk analysis and audit planning process in
the course of financial and regular audit.
6.1 (c) Determine methods and procedure for
citizens to formally put their inputs in the
course of the investigation on the relevant audit
agenda, and make arrangements for citizens to
submit their inputs or grievances for audits at
the district-based office.
6.1 (d) Incorporate in the audit guidelines
institutional arrangements of CSOs engagement
also in the follow-up of audit recommendations.

6. At the external audit and oversight stage

5.3 Maintain proper records of public properties
and update them in a timely manner, using
Availability of updated
a single national data management system
records on open data
maintained by FCGO and making them available formats
to the public through the national portal.

5.2 (a) Making accessible the administrative,
functional and economic classifications of daily
report along with primary level data on open
formats. Making interconnection between the
existing accounting and budget information
management systems at different levels to ensure
public’s ability to access integrated information
5.2 (b) Improve the current practice of information
disclosure (daily reports) to make accessible
the primary level data along with functional,
economic and administrative classifications on
open formats. Make arrangements for citizens
to obtain information in an integrated way and
for publishing disaggregated data related to
inland revenue and revenue allocations of local
and province levels.

5.1 Make documents reflecting status of budget
implementation more comprehensive, especially
the annual report that needs to reflect more on
details of estimates and actual expenditures of
individual program level.

5. At the accounting and reporting stage

Actions

OAG website

National portal
developed by
FCGO

FCGO portal

FCGO portal and
MoF website

Sources

First year

Real time

Daily

From first
year annually

Timing

OAGN

FCGO

FCGO an all levels
and agencies
involved in revenue
collection

MoF, FCGO

Responsible agency

Government offices
at all levels

MOF/Line Ministries
and agencies

Line Ministries

Supporting Agency
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Indicators of progress

Disclosure of study
reports of parliamentary
committees on budget
execution
Availability of budget
office and expert human
resource
Availability of public
notices and analysis

Number of public audit
and hearing

6.4 Put in place a budget office at parliament for
budget consultations and technical assistance
to MPs

6.5 Produce and release public information on
different aspects of fiduciary risks for public
awareness.

6.6 Implement social accountability tools to create
spaces for direct interface between service
providers and service recipients such as public
audit and public hearing in infrastructure
development projects to be implemented
by federal government at district, electoral
constituency and local levels

Availability of individual
audit reports to the public;
Citizens inputs/feedback
on audit reports in digital
platforms
Availability of determined
methods and medium
(direct and electronic)
participation

6.3 Systematically examine the periodic reports
(monthly, quarterly, mid-year and annual),
which the government produces in course of
the implementation of budget and make their
analysis publicly available.

6.2 (a) Make public all individual audit reports
(level-wise and agency-wise) accessible to
citizens and put in place digital platforms to
facilitate citizen engagement in audit follow-up.
6.2 (b) Introduce a system to produce and disclose
reports examining the OAG audit reports,
incorporating its actions on audit follow-up, and
also determine and implement the methods,
medium and calendar of representative and
inclusive citizen engagement in the works of PAC

Actions

Sources

Website of
relevant agency
and open
hearing

Websites of
PEFA Secretariat
and parliament

Organogram
of parliament
secretariat

Website of
parliament
secretariat

Websites of OAG
and concerned
agencies
Web portal
and mobile
application
Website of
parliamentary
secretariat

Timing

Responsible agency

All budget
implementing
agencies

Parliamentary
Secretariat,
OAGN and PEFA
secretariat

From
first year
quarterly,
Regularly

Regular

Parliament
secretariat

Parliamentary
thematic
committees

OAGN and all
federal level
agencies
PAC

Second year

From first
year, annually

From first
year annually
(within 7
days after
presenting
audit report)
From first
year monthly

Supporting Agency

PEFA Secretariat

PAC

MoF

Parliament
secretariat

Parliamentary
Secretariat

National Strategic Plan and Action Plan for CE in PFM in Nepal
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Indicators of progress

Sources

Timing

Responsible
agency

Supporting
Agency

Preparation and
disclosure of provincelevel infrastructure
project bank
Availability of budget
formulation guideline
and its implementation

Availability of
technical HR

1.3 Develop a province-level
infrastructure project bank in a more
participatory manner, disclosing the
details of such projects.

1.4 Integrate project bank to the process
of formulating annual programs
and budgets for infrastructure
development and produce and
implement province budget
formulation guideline

1.5 Secure adequate technical human
resources and regular capacitybuilding programs to institutionalize
the concept of project bank, periodic
plan, strategic plan and MTEF and
other tools.

2.1 Secure legal arrangement requiring
Province MoFPs to make publicly
available the pre-budget statement
for province assembly and citizens
at least one month prior to the
presentation of executive budget in
the assembly

Amendment to
Financial Work
Procedure and Fiscal
Responsibility Act
with an amended
provision on prebudget statement

Production and
disclosure of MTEF
draft with scope for
citizen feedback

1.2. Make the preparation of MTEF
mandatory, timely disclosure of the
MTEF draft, and introduce methods
and framework for receiving citizens’
feedback.

2. At the budget formulation stage

Disclosure of primary
draft of periodic and
strategic plans and
determined method
and practice of citizen
engagement

1.1 Disclose primary draft of periodic
and strategic plans for direct public
comments and formulate methods/
process for collecting citizen
feedback/inputs on the draft

1. At the stage of periodic/strategic planning/fiscal forecast

PMoFP website

Office of PPPC

PPPC/NPC portal

PPPC website

PPPC website / notice
and information issued
for citizen feedback

PPPC website, public
forums for collecting
citizen feedback

Firs year

Second year

First year

Second year

From first
year annually
following midterm review

Every time
planning

OCMCM/
PMoFP

Province
Assemblies

MoFP

PPPC

PPPC

OCMCM

OCMCM

NPC

PMoFP/Line
ministries

PPPC/ PMoFP Line Ministries

PPPC

Objective 2. . Make the provincial budget an effective instrument for linking strategic investment priorities with local development needs.
Indicators of success: Provincial development index. Volume of public and private investments.
Key Strategies: Linking MTEF to provincial development strategies. Opening provincial budget to public scrutiny. Ensuring provincial budget is
receptive to planning inputs from below.

Provincial level

Actions

Strategic Plan and Action Plan for CE in PFM in Nepal

Indicators of progress
Availability of prebudget statement with
key fiscal information

Availability of
integrated inputs on
pre-budget statement

Practice of
consultation and
feedback collection

Acquisition of citizens
inputs and analytical
report

Availability of Citizen
Budget

Availability of genderresponsive budget
guideline, Budget
details with GRB code

Actions

2.2 Ensure it contains comprehensive
information such as economic
outlook of the province, revenue,
expenditure and glimpse of financial
arrangements, province-level pride
projects and explanation of changes
on budget priorities as per the
minimum international standards

2.3 Collect and integrate the inputs of
the assembly and citizens on the prebudget before submitting it to the
province MoFPs.

2.4 Designing and introducing
instruments for private sector and
citizens consultations on the revenue
related issues and presenting
analysis with details of inputs/
recommendations provided to
relevant agency.

2.5 Continue with the practice of openly
receiving citizens inputs on revenue
policy, institutionalize the practice
of direct interaction with citizens’
organizations and integrate all inputs

2.6 Produce and publish Citizen Budget
and provide an opportunity to
citizens to develop their informed
opinion on budget.

2.7 Prepare and enforce the genderresponsive budget guideline in the
province level being based on federal
model guidelines, and institutionalize
a system of budget coding in
terms of three categories (direct
gender responsive, indirect gender
responsive and gender neutral.

MoFP website

MoFP and Provincial
Assembly websites

MoFP website

Report published in
the website of province
assembly secretariat

PMoFP website/
Assembly website

PMoFP website

Sources

First year

From first year
annually (within
seven days
after budget
submission)

Regular

Methods
determination
(second year),
implementation
(regular)

From first year
annually (seven
days before
submitting
budget to
province
MoFPs)

From first
year annually
(At least one
month before
the executive
budget is
presented to the
assembly)

Timing

PPPC and
MOFP

MoFP /
Province
MoFP and
Ministry
of Social
Development

Revenue
Advisory
Committee

Province
Assembly FC

MoFP/
Province
Assembly FC

PMoFP

Responsible
agency

Line Ministries/
GRB Committee

MoFP/PPC

Province
Assembly
Secretariat

Provincial
Parliamentary
Secretariat/ CSOs

OCMCM

Supporting
Agency
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Records of budget
formulation workshop
sessions
Availability of report
explaining dynamics
of on-line citizens
inputs

2.9 Comply with the requirement
to conduct budget formulation
workshop sessions at the province
electoral constituency level
separately in the groups of elected
representatives, CSOs and civil
activists. Make arrangements for
CSOs and citizens to provide their
inputs online. Determine the methods
for addressing citizens’ inputs up
to the final phase of the budget
formulation.

4.1 Ensure routine update of the
summary details of the public
procurement and contractual
documents of the projects above Rs
5 million and disclose them through
the stipulated agency at province
level as well as providing progress
information of the contracts through
one-stop website or web portal.

4. At the budget implementation stage

3.1 Ensure CSOs, community
representatives, interested citizens
and academia participate in public
hearing organized by Assembly
between the budget presentation
at the Assembly and its approval or
send their inputs to the Assembly
or its members through designated
methods
Disclosure of
public procurement
and contractual
documents

Minutes of relevant
Assembly meetings
and documentation of
citizens’ inputs

Availability of
amended provision in
budget formulation
guideline

2.8 (a) Design and introduce instruments
for engaging citizens and local
communities in defining project bank
and priority investment projects
though the process of bottom-up
consultations by improving the
process of demanding infrastructure
projects by users’ committee
2.8 (b) Include the task of collecting
citizens’ inputs in the budget
formulation calendar

3. At the budget approval stage

Indicators of progress

Actions

Websites of line
agencies and PPMO
portal

Open hearings and
province assembly
secretariat website

MoFP/PPPC website/
open consultation

MoFP and Ministry of
Physical Infrastructure
Development websites

Sources

From first year,
annually

From first year
annually

Annually

Second year,
annually

Timing

Line
Ministries/
Agencies

Provincial
Assembly
Secretariat

PMoFP/PPC

MoFP and
Ministry of
Physical
Infrastructure
Development

Responsible
agency

PPMO
(Federal)

PPPC/CSOs

PPPC

Supporting
Agency
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Indicators of progress
Participatory
monitoring guideline

Number of projects
with public oversight
documented /
Availability of PETS
and third party
monitoring reports
Number of projects
with citizen monitoring
arrangements /
Availability of citizen
monitoring guideline
Number of provinces
and agencies
conducting public
hearing and citizen
dialogue
Number of public
hearing; practice of
open gathering
Availability of public
audit procedure
Percentage of projects
with documented
public audits
Percentage of
projects with surveys
conducted

Percentage of projects
with documented
citizens involvement in
progress review

Actions

4.2 Determine method of citizen
engagement and partnership in
budget implementation and ensure
citizen monitoring of all infrastructure
projects undertaken by users’
committee and contractors

4.3 Ensure public oversight in all projects
implemented by the province
government at district, electoral
constituency and local levels and
apply PETs and other forms of third
party monitoring featuring citizen
engagement in key projects

4.4 Make arrangements for citizens
monitoring of all infrastructure
programs. Ensure collection of
feedbacks from beneficiaries a
mandatory provision.

4.5 Introduce a procedure and conduct
annual public hearing at district level
and citizen dialogue at province level
focusing on budget implementation.

4.6 Release relevant information prior
to conducting public gathering in
regard to the formation of users’
committee.

4.7 Inform public on work progress
quarterly and apply mandatory
public audit to each public
project implemented through user
committee.

4.8 Carry out Beneficiary/Citizen
Satisfaction/Perception surveys
during implementation and after
completion of provincial pride
projects or high investment provincial
programs/projects.

4.9 Timely obtain progress report of the
concerned ministries and holding
discussions with citizens’ organizations
and beneficiaries of large-scale
projects on such reports. Making
citizen consultation mandatory in the
course of the parliamentary monitoring
of the projects.

Records/Report/
Meeting minutes of
Assembly Committee

OCMCM/ Line
ministries website

Website of MoSD /
Open hearing records

Public notices/ records

Website Social
Development Ministry/
open consultation

Line agencies websites

Website of Assembly
Secretariat /PPPC/
Line ministries

Websites of PPPC and
MoFP

Sources

From first
year monthly/
quarterly/half
yearly/yearly

From first
year annually/
Upon projects
completion

From first year
annually

From first year
annually

First year,
regularly

From first year
regularly

From first year
regularly

Second year

Timing

Provincial
Assembly
Committees

Line
ministries/
agencies

Province
MoFPP, MoSD

Line
Ministries/
Agencies

Social
Development
Ministry/Line
Ministries and
offices

Line
ministries/
Agencies

Thematoc
Committees/
PPPC/ Line
Ministries

PPPC and
MoFP

Responsible
agency

Line ministries

Ministry of Social
Development

OCMCM

MoFP

OCMCM

Supporting
Agency
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Availability of
procedure with fiscal
disclosure and CE
during emergency
Regular availability of
fiscal information

Proposal on budget
transfer and virements
presented in the
parliament

4.10 Ensure disclosure of fiscal
information including allocations,
virements and expenditure and
interface for public feedback and
inputs (including during emergency).

4.11 Ensure disclosure of fiscal
information including transfer
and virements as part of the
Appropriation Act

4.12 Produce and make public a proposal
for parliamentary pre-approval on
condition the budget transfer and
virements need to be made out of
the limit set by Appropriation Act

Availability of
complete accounting
and reporting data
with financial,
economic and
administrative
classifications

5.2 Make comprehensive accounting
and reporting systems data of FCGO
available in open format for easy
access by media and citizen groups.

Number of CSOs
trained in each
province

6.2 Train and mobilize CSOs in each
province to institutionalize the
existing limited practice of citizen
participation in performance audit.

OAG website and
media report

Availability of updated OAG website
regulation/ procedures
and practice

FCGO portal/PFCO

MoFP website and
agencies' website

MoFP website

MoFP website

MoFP website/
feedback loop

Sources

6.1 Expand the scope of engagement
of citizen organizations in the
performance audit based on the
reflective assessment of ongoing
interventions of OAGN. Include
assessment of the compliance of
proactive disclosure provision of
the Right to Information Act as an
indicator of performance audit

6. At the stage of external audit and oversight stage

Availability of regular
budget progress
reports

5.1 Produce and disclose monthly,
quarterly, semester, half-yearly and
annual consolidated and agency-wise
budget reports.

5. At accounting and reporting stage

Indicators of progress

Actions

From first year
annually

First year, regular

From first year
Live update

From first
year monthly/
quarterly/Half
yearly/yearly

Regular

Every month

Every month
during
emergency

Timing

OAGN

OAGN

Province
Funds and
Accounts
Control Office

MoFP/
concerned
ministries and
offices

MoFP

MoFP

MoFP

Responsible
agency

FCGO

PFCO

Province
Assembly,
Finance
Committee

OCMCM

Supporting
Agency
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Indicators of progress
Disclosure and
communication of
audit report

Availability of updated
regulation

Open discussion on
OAG report

Share of reports
reviewed by PACs

Number of provinces
with Committees
trained

Parliamentary
monitoring guideline

Availability of relevant
regulation/ToR on
budget office and
office setup

Actions

6.3 Make public audit reports related to
the use of budget (provincial audit
reports) on the presence of media
and CSOs

6.4 Make institutional arrangements for
citizen oversight of the follow-up of
audit findings and recommendations,
which should be well documented.

6.5 Organize meetings of PAC where
audit reports presented and follow
up discussed openly for media and
interested CSOs.

6.6 Timely examine the monthly,
trimester, quarterly reports produced
by the governments in course of
budget implementation.

6.7 Design and deliver training to the
concerned parliamentary committees
including PAC and Finance
Committee on different issues of
public finance management, citizen
engagement and parliamentary
oversight.

6.8 Arrange citizen consultation
mandatorily in course of the
parliamentary monitoring of
development projects

6.9 Put in place a budget office at
province assembly for budget
consultations and technical
assistance to Assembly members

Organogram of
parliament secretariat
and human resource

Website of Province
Assembly secretariat

Training repots/
records

Website of Assembly
secretariats

Published reports/
records in the
assembly website

website of Assembly
secretariats

OAGN website

Sources

Third year

Second year

From first year
Biannually

From first year
annually

From first year
annually

Second year

From first year
annually

Timing

Secretariats
of Provincial
Assembly

Secretariats
of Provincial
Assembly

Secretariats
of Provincial
Assembly

PAC including
FPC

Public
Accounts
Committees

PACs

Province
Public
Accounts
Committee
and OAGN

Responsible
agency

PMoFP

PMoFP

Province Good
Governance
Centre

Province
Assembly
Secretariat

Supporting
Agency
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Indicators of progress

Sources

Timing

Responsible
agency

Supporting
Agency

Availability of
participatory planning
guideline

Number of local
levels formulating and
disclosing periodic
plan, disclosure of the
draft and details of
citizen inputs
Share of local
governments with
properly developed
and publicly consulted
MTEF

Number of local levels
preparing project
banks

Number of local levels
establishing section/
unit

1.1 Introduce participatory periodic
planning guideline

1.2 (a) Institutionalize the formulation of
periodic plan and directly consulting
it with the citizens at community,
ward and municipality levels,
1.2 (b) Make the final draft of the
periodic plan public

1.3 (a) Develop the MTEF with income
and expenditure estimates of
upcoming three years immediately
after the medium-term review of the
annual budget and make it public
by including this arrangement in the
local budget formulation guidelines.
1.3 (b) Consult it with the representatives
of citizens’ organization and receive
citizen feedback in course of the
preparation of MTEF.

1.4 Prepare project banks at province
level in a participatory method and
make public the list of such projects

1.5 Set up a budget office or planning
section/unit to prepare periodic plan,
MTEF and project bank

1. At the stage of periodic/strategic planning/fiscal forecast

Organogram and
technical human
resource

Websites of RMM

MTEF in websites of
RM/M
Records of public
feedback

Websites of RM/M

Websites of RM/M

First two years
and every two
years

Prepare and
update annually

Annually

Every five year

First year

RM/M
executive
committees
(local
governments)

Local
governments
(Executive
committees
and planning
units)

RM/M
executive
committees
(local
governments)

RM/M
executive
committees
(local
governments)

RM/M
executive
committees
(local
governments)

MOFAGA

NPC/ PPPC

MoFAGA/ NPC/
PPP/ MoF

MoFAGA/ NPC/
PPPC

MoFAGA/ NPC/
PPPC

Objective 3. Operationalize citizen engagement and inclusion principles in local PFM process.
Indicator of success: Availability of regulations, guidelines (for both urban and rural setting) and number of local government units applying them.
Key Strategies: Focusing on regulatory frameworks and capacity-building of both supply side (local government) and demand side (communities)
of budgeting process.

Local level

Actions

Strategic Plan and Action Plan for CE in PFM in Nepal

Number of trained
local levels and
technical HR to
institutionalize the
concept of project
bank, periodic/
strategic plan and
MTEF

1.6 Secure adequate technical human
resources and regular capacitybuilding programs to institutionalize
the concept of project bank, periodic
plan, strategic plan and MTEF.

Number of local levels
conducting ward-level
consultations

Availability of total
budget and budget
ceiling with sectors
and sub-sectors

2.2 Put in place an institutional
arrangement for the ward committee
to consult with the representatives
of civic groups such as educational
institutions, health institutions, users’
committee, cooperative groups,
mothers’ groups and so on while
prioritizing ward level development
programs

2.3 Determine budget ceiling with
sectors and sub-sectors and make
publicly available the budget
implementation guideline and its
ceiling for upcoming fiscal year at
settlement level assembly.

2.4 Receive inputs and recommendations Number of local levels
after consulting citizens and their
holding participatory
organizations at local level at least
meetings
once in the process of budget
preparation

Availability of updated
budget formulation
guidelines with
explanation of seven
steps and as well as
disaggregated details
of participants

2.1 Define CE approaches and methods
in all seven bottom-up planning steps
and linking them better to budget
process and local budget formulation
guidelines (including proper
documentation of the participatory
process) as well as make mandatory
arrangement of disaggregated details
and expression of the participants

2. At the budget formulation stage

Indicators of progress

Actions

Meeting reports

LGs websites

Program report

LGs websites

Training report and
documents

Sources

First year

First year/
Annually

Second year,
every year

First year,
regular

First year and
every two years

Timing

RF&BCDCs
and BFCs

RF&BCDCs

Ward
committees

RF&BCDCs/
Program
budget
formulation
committee

RM/M
executive
committees
(local
governments),
Federal PFM
Training Centre,
Provincial Good
Governance
Center

Responsible
agency

RM/M executive
committees

RM/M executive
committees

RM/M executive
committees (local
governments

RM/M executive
committees (local
governments

MoFAGA

Supporting
Agency
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Indicators of progress
Availability of budget
details
Number of local levels
holding pre-budget
consultations
Availability of updated
budget formulation
guidelines with revised
calendar

Share of local levels
collecting citizen
inputs and feedback
on revenue policy
Availability of local
levels with amended
GESI mainstreaming
guidelines

Availability of budget
booklet with classified
budget information
Number of local levels
disclosing budget
proposal with annexes

Number of local levels
producing citizen
budget

Actions

2.5 Hold pre-budget consultation with
local communities/ wards based on
the pre-budget statement with the
key principles and priorities of the
upcoming budget.
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2.6 Ensure at least 7 -day timeline
between the presentation of policy/
program and budget or present the
policy & program in the assembly at
least seven days prior to the budget
presentation and make arrangement
for citizens to provide their
comments on it

2.7 Consult the representatives of private
sector and communities on the
scope, rate and areas of revenues
before preparing annual Revenue
Advisory Committees reports.

2.8 Develop practical guidelines to
mainstream GESI in targeted
program and overall budget through
local budget formulation guideline in
line with federal government model
and ensure its implementation.

2.9 Produce and make publicly
available the budget booklet with
administrative, functional and gender
classifications

2.10 Initiate a practice of entering
proposed program and budget in
SUTRA software and preparation of
budget annexes together and present
the budget annexes with budget
proposal at local assembly and make
its public availability

2.11 Produce citizen budget (simplified
version ) of local budget and provide
locals with opportunity to make
informed opinion on budget

Local level website

Local level website

Local level website

Local level website

Information,
participatory meeting,
documentation of inputs
and reports

Websites of local levels,
Comments on policy
and program and
documentation of inputs

Websites of local
levels, Information and
Consultative Meetings

Sources

Every year (on
the day budget
is presented)

Every year (on
the day budget
is presented)

Every year

First year
Annually

Annually

First year

Annually

Timing

Program
and budget
Formulation
Committee

Program
and budget
Formulation
Committee

Program
and budget
Formulation
Committee

RM/M
executive
committees

RACs

RM/M
executive
committees

RF&BCDCs
and RAC

Responsible
agency

Local ECs

Accounts
and Budget
Section and
Local Executive
Committee

Local ECs

MOFAGA

RM/M executive
committees

Supporting
Agency
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Amended local
assembly operation
guidelines

Approved
appropriation plan
with comprehensive
budget information
and budget booklet

3.2 Secure adequate time (seven days)
for citizens and assembly members
to examine executive budget
proposal after its presentation and
the assembly members before
its discussion. Offering local
media, CSOs, Community Based
Organizations and citizens an
opportunity to participate in the
relevant assembly sessions.

3.3 Produce budget booklet with
classified budget information of
all individual programs (excluding
disaster response fund and
maintenance fund) as per the
administrative, functional and
economic categories
Public availability
of local budget law
and timely disclosure
of implementation
reports

Availability of a
guideline on users
‘committee operation
and management

4.1 Define by a local budget law
and implement the calendar of
production and disclosure of monthly,
quarterly, half yearly and annual
budget report. Allow participatory
reflections with citizen engagement
over mid-year budget report.

4.2 Formulate and implement local
guideline/procedure on operation
and management of users’
committee for local development
and construction projects adopting
certain criteria of transparency and
good governance.

4. At the budget implementation stage

Share of LGs with
arrangement of citizen
inputs on different
aspects of executive
budget proposal

Indicators of progress

3.1 Offer opportunity to the citizens to
provide their inputs on budget before
it is presented at local assembly,
consult with CSOs and media and
arrange discussion on the inputs in
the assembly

3. At the budget approval stage

Actions

local government
websites

Local level website

Websites of local
governments

Assembly
documentation and
open consultation

Report and
documentation, open
consultation

Sources

From first year
annually

From first year
annually
From first year
periodically
(monthly,
quarterly, half
yearly and
annually)

Every year

Every year
after budget
presentation

Annually before
budget approval

Timing

Local
assemblies

Municipal EC

Municipal EC

Local
Assemblies

Local
assemblies

Responsible
agency

Municipal EC

Municipal EC

Municipal EC

Supporting
Agency
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Indicators of progress
Share of LGs with
relevant regulations
allowing citizen
monitoring in
procurement decisions
and disclosing
decisions

Share of local
governments with
properly organised
public hearings

Share of local
governments practicing
citizen monitoring
in revenue-related
bidding process
Share of LGs with
relevant regulations
regarding preparation
of DPR and its
practice

Share of LGs and
number of projects
with participatory
monitoring practice

Number of local
governments
practicing citizen
satisfaction surveys

Actions

4.3 Arrange citizen oversight in the
selection of contractors for the
construction of projects amounting
to a certain ceiling by formulating a
Local Procurement Rule as per the
Federal Public Procurement Act.
Securing disclosure of the decisions
related to public procurement
through local government websites.
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4.4 (a) Organize public hearing at
least thrice in a year at each of the
municipal and ward level and make
one public hearing mandatory being
based on mid-term review
4.4 (b) Conduct public hearing being
based on mid-term review to separately
reflect on revenue and expenditure

4.5 Ensure representative citizen
participation or monitoring in the
excavation of natural resources and
lease-out of commercial building and
other bidding process.

4.6 Take forward the preparation of
Detailed Project Report (DPR) of the
projects to be constructed through
domestic borrowing and public
private partnership, and decisions
regarding borrowing or partnership,
only after completing the process of
public consultation, which should be
regulated by a clear procedure.

4.7 Arrange monitoring of municipal
level project by including
representation of the citizens’
organizations of the concerned
project area of the monitoring team.
Arrange third party monitoring of the
projects above certain amount and
disclosure of the monitoring report.

4.8 Carry out beneficiary or citizen
satisfaction surveys of local level
programs in the areas of social
development, economic development
and disaster risk management

Reports and
documentation

Public monitoring
report

Local government
website and publicly
available DPR

Documentation decision
and participation

Public hearings
documentation

Web publication of
relevant procurement
decisions

Sources

Every year after
completion of
program

From first year
regularly

Regular

Regular

Regular

Second Year,
annually

Timing

Supporting
Agency

Local Planning Local executive
and Budgeting
Section

Local level
monitoring
committee,
good
governance
committee
and local
CSOs

Local
executive

Local
executive

Local
executive
and ward
committees

Local
assemblies
and the
executive

Responsible
agency
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Number of local levels
disclosing relevant
fiscal information

4.12 Routinely disclose the fiscal
information related to allocations,
virements and expenditure within the
scope of local Appropriation Act

Share of reports
publicly disclosed
Availability of
classified local budget
data

5.2 Prepare and publicly disclose
quarterly, half yearly and annual
budget reports.

5.3 Make arrangement of disclosure of
fiscal information with economic,
administrative and functional
classifications from national level in
a way to reflect chunk of local level
being based on the data entry

6. At the external audit and oversight stage

Share of LGs
disclosing
comprehensive level of
budget information

5.1 Initiate a practice of daily disclosing
comprehensive level of budget
information of local governments
individually based on the data
entered into SUTRA software

5. At the accounting and reporting stage

Public availability of
information related
to budget transfer,
Practice of citizen
dialogue

4.11 Ensure disclosure of fiscal
information including allocations,
virements and expenditure every
month and interface for public
feedback and inputs during
emergency.

FCGO web portal

LGs website

SUTRA software

Local government
website

Local government
website, documentation
of dialogue and
feedback

Local government
website

Share of LGs with
relevant procedure

4.10 Develop and introduce work
procedure of community/
participatory monitoring and
grievance redress in programs and
projects.

Sources
Relevant reports and
documentation

Indicators of progress

4.9 Carry out Beneficiary/Citizen
Share of local level
Satisfaction/Perception survey during implementing social
implementation and after completion accountability tools
of high investment local projects.
Implement social accountability
tools and initiatives such as public
hearings, social audits, public audits,
citizen/ community report cards, etc.
at local level both by governments
and CSOs.

Actions

Every year since
second year

Quarterly, half
yearly and yearly

From first year
regularly

Every month

Every month
during
emergency

First year

Regular

Timing

Funds and
Treasury
Control Office

Funds and
Treasury
Control Office

Fund and
Treasury
Control Office

Local
executive’s
secretariat

Local
executive’s
secretariat

Local
executive

LG and CSOs
(Third Party)

Responsible
agency

Supporting
Agency
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Indicators of progress
Share of LGs
provisioning Accounts
Committee in
assembly operation
regulation and its
formation

Proportion of LG
disclosing and
discussing audit
reports in assembly
and committees
Participatory meeting
and practice

Share of public
projects above certain
amount with public
and financial audit

Availability of
performance audit
guideline with
citizen engagement
opportunities and its
practice
Provision of audit
guideline

Actions

6.1 Form the Accounts Committee,
an oversight mechanism legally
provisioned at local level, under
the leadership of a non-executive
member and from a party other
than that of chair/mayor, in order
to ensure delicate checks and
balances as part of the accountability
ecosystem.
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6.2 Disclose publicly the audit reports of
the local government, discuss with
CSOs and media on the reports and
taking up the role of oversight of
public accounts.

6.3 Ensure representative citizen
participation in the discussions held
by Accounts Committee on audit
findings and recommendations,
including arrears.

6.4 Arrange public audit of the projects
above a certain amount from a
third party. Introduce obligatory
public audit and financial audit of
big projects implemented by users’
committee above a certain amount.

6.5 Mainstream engagement of citizen
organizations in the performance
audit based on the existing
experience of the OAGN and
also make the implementation of
proactive disclosure provision of the
Right to Information Act as its part.

6.6 Develop institutional mechanism
where citizens can put their opinion/
inputs on the relevant topics in
course of investigation during regular
or financial audit of local levels

OAGN website

Relevant local
regulations and
documentation of
practice

Local government
website
Publicly available audit
reports

Relevant evidences
and reports

LGs website,
documentation of
consultation

Structure of
committee mentioned
in local government
website

Sources

Every year

From first year
annually

From first year
annually, before
final instalment
payment

Regular

From first year
annually

From first year,
First session of
the assembly

Timing

OAGN

Accounts
Committees
and OAGN

Good
Governance
Committee,
Accounts
committees,
CSOs

Accounts
Committees

Accounts
Committees

Local
assemblies

Responsible
agency

Local Assembly

Supporting
Agency
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Indicators of progress

Sources

Timing

Responsible
agency
Supporting Agency

Amendment to
FWPFR Act and
Budget Formulation
Guidelines
Set methods, medium
and practice of
participation

3 (a) Ensure participatory criteria determination
and recommendation process for the allocation
of fee and royalty from natural resources as
per the Nepal Constitution Annex 9 (6 and 14),
allocation of revenues as per the law and fiscal
transfer from federal to province and province
to local level
3 (b) Determine and implement the methods,
medium and calendar for receiving inputs and
feedbacks of experts, CSOs and general public
in the participatory practices of NNRFC
3 (c) Receive inputs and feedbacks from
stakeholders, including CSOs and general
public in regard to performance, review of
implementation of assessment method, and
amendment for additional grants to be received
by province and local level as per the law.

Number of governments
(levels) with CEPFM
strategy and action plan
assessed

Number of
governments
(levels), agencies,
organizations and
CSOs in training

Availability of
approved strategy for
CE in PFM in Nepal
with action plan

2. Ensure the federal, provincial and local Financial
Work Procedure and Fiscal Responsibility
Acts to include provisions of public hearing
and grievances handling in line with the Good
Governance Act.

1.3 Carry out regular assessment of the
implementation of strategy and action at all
three levels

1.2 Conduct promotional and training/orientation
program for the implementation of approved
Strategy and Action Plan at all three levels

1.1 Approve a Strategy for Citizen Engagement
in PFM in Nepal, followed by an Action Plan
(including communication/ dissemination,
awareness-building and capacitybuilding measures for those involved in its
implementation and institutionalization by all
three tiers of governments).

Covering more than one levels/ stages/Agencies

Disaggregated
details of
participation
and records

Law
Commission/
MoF website

Assessment
reports

Reports and
documentation
of concerned
programs

Website of
FCGO/PEFA

Annually
from
second
year

First year

Second
year and
every two
years

First year
and as per
the need

First
year-first
quarter

NNRFC

FoF

PEFA
Secretariat

PEFA
Secretariat in
consultations
with key
stakeholders

MoF, NPC

Federal parliament,
MoF

MoF, international
development
partners

MOF, Province
Ministry of Finance
and Planning,
LGs, different
development
partners, NGOs/
CSOs

MoF

Objective: To enhance fiscal transparency and good governance at all levels and phases on the basis of partnership between the government and
citizens
Indicator of Success: Improved capabilities of government and citizens and practices of collaboration
Key Strategies: Build mutual collaboration and partnership between the demand side and supply side in the scope of work between and beyond the
definite levels and stages by enhancing their existing capacity targeting fiscal transparency and governance reforms

Cross Cutting Recommendations

Actions
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Indicators of progress
Amended budget
formulation guideline
and calendar

Need assessment
study on IFI

Number of provinces
and local level with
new or amended good
governance law or
policy
Availability of open
budget data policy/
procedures
Availability of updated
local government selfassessment

Availability of separate
details of the federal
and provincial projects
with levels/geographic
coverage

Disclosure of details
related to specialized
funds

Actions

4. Improve Budget Formulation Guidelines to
mainstream the concept of public engagement
in the budget formulation stage (budget and
revenue forecast, ministry-wise prioritization
and pre-budget discussion) and also amend
the budget calendar to incorporating spaces
and opportunities for citizen engagement
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5. Undertake a need assessment study for the
setup of an Independent Fiscal Institution
(IFI) at federal level to produce independent
budget execution analysis and provide
fiscal information to the parliamentarians,
policy-makers and citizens as well as to
institutionalize receiving citizen feedback on
budget implementation analysis and disclose
its reports.

6. Formulate or amend good governance policy or
law at all provinces and local levels including
provisions of budget information disclosure
and citizen engagement in budget process

7. Prepare budget data policy or making it a part
of data management procedure at each level to
promote availability and accessibility of open
budget data.

8. Institutionalize local government selfassessment tools to align the indicator of fiscal
transparency and citizen engagement in the
budgeting process and linking them with extra
federal and provincial grants.

9. List separately the projects to be implemented
at subnational level from the federal budget
and local projects to be implemented from the
provincial budget, send them to the concerned
provincial ministry of finance and local level
and making them public before finalizing the
provincial and local budget.

10 Disclose the updated details related to the
status of reserved amount in the funds
instituted by all levels and concerned agencies
for short-term and long-term purposes as well
as their utilization and savings amount

Websites of
concerned
government

Web
publications
of MoF/NPC/
PMoFP/PPPC

MoFAGA
website

Websites of
MoF/MoFP/
ECs

Website of
Provincial
Ministry
of Social
Development

IFI need
assessment
report

MoF website

Sources

Quarterly,
half yearly
and yearly

Annually
with
budget
speech

First year

Second
year

Second
year

Second
year

Second
year

Timing

MoF, MoFP and
ECs

Provincial and
local budget
implementing
agencies

Federal
MOFAGA, local
governments

MoF/MoFP/
Local ECs

Ministry
of Social
Development

PEFA
Secretariat

MoF

Responsible
agency

MoF/PMoFP

Province Assembly

OPMCM

NPC

Supporting Agency
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Indicators of progress
Number of
governments (levels)
with the setup of
mechanisms (division
or office) with
responsibilities

Placement of human
resource and technical
capacity

Practice of support
flow from federal
levels to all
subnational levels

Amended practices of
participation

Number of PFM
agencies with RTI
audits
Availability of a
training manual

Actions

11. Establish PFM special divisions or units assigned
the responsibilities of preparation and disclosure
of fiscal data and information, development and
execution of CE tools and assessment of CE in
PFM

12. Place minimum human resources and technical
capacity in the course of preparation of key
budget documents and related data, releasing
them in timely fashion and implementing the
citizen engagement strategies and approaches
throughout the budget cycle.

13. Develop methods of greater budget
transparency and citizen use of budget
information by federal level expert
organizations and also province them to
provincial and local levels

14. Determine the scope of representative
citizen participation (selected independent
citizens and citizens’ organizations and open
participation (general public) by amending the
existing practices of CE and make disclosure of
the citizen inputs receipts and utilized

15. Conduct RTI audits of key budget agencies
including MoF, NPC, MoFP, FCGO,
parliamentary and assembly secretariats and
local governments.

16. Update a training manual containing
procedures for citizen engagement in different
stages of budget cycle

MoF/MoFP
websites

NIC website

Websites of
each levels and
agencies

Details of
technical
assistance
provided to
subnational level
government

Designated HR
mechanism at
MoF/MOFP/
Local EC
offices

Updated
organization
chart and with
departments/
units

Sources

First year

Annually

Every two
years

Regular

First year

First year
and every
year

Timing

CSOs

PEFA secretariat, line
ministries

Experts, independent
specialists

MoF/PMoFP/Local
ECs

Supporting Agency

PFM Training
MoF/PEFA
Centre,
Secretariat
Provincial Good
Governance
Centre

NIC

Key budget
agency at each
level

MoF and
NPC and
subordinate
agencies

Budget
agencies or
units at each
level

Key PFM
agencies
including
federal ministry
of finance,
provincial
ministry of
finance and
planning,
OAG, federal
and provincial
parliamentary
secretariat
and office of
comptroller
general

Responsible
agency
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Indicators of progress
Number of training
delivered and
disaggregated details
of participants
Availability of
mapping of CSOs
Number of trainings
delivered with
disaggregated forms
of participation

Availability of PSAs;
number of budget
literacy campaigns
with forms of
participation

Number of LGs with
budget clubs formed
and capacity building
program conducted
Number of RTI
applications filed and
addressed on PFM
issues
Availability of PFMtrained journalists

Actions

17. Impart training on CE in PFM to the elected
representatives and staffs in different agencies
under line ministries, departments or units at
federal, provincial and local levels.
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18. Identify and mapping CSOs with experiences or
interest to work on different aspects of PFM at
federal, provincial and local levels

19. Design and deliver trainings to the
representatives of select CSOs on fiscal
transparency and different aspects of CE in
PFM.

20. Disseminate public service announcements
through mass media and social media to
strengthen demand side of budget information
and citizen engagement, and enhance
budget oversight. Launching budget literacy
campaigns at each level. Collaborate with
media to promote budget literacy and improve
citizen access to budget information.

21. Form budget watchdog groups at local level
and conduct capacity building program for the
groups

22. Promote practices of filing RTI application to
get budgetary data that have not been publicly
disclosed and using them for facts-based
budget advocacy.

23. Promote PFM and economic journalism by
forming groups of journalists and capacitybuilding at all levels on different aspects of
PFM.

Groups details
and training
reports

Proactive
disclosure
document with
RTI application
details

Decisions of LG
EC and reports

PSAs/
campaign
reports/
hearings/
orientation
reports etc.

Training/
engagement
reports

Mapping
reports

Training
completion
report with
details of
participants

Sources

Regular

Regular

Every two
year

Regular

Regular

Bi-annually

Regular

Timing

PFM training
center/
provincial
training
academy

CSO/Media/
Citizens

LG EC

PEFA
secretariat/
MoF/NPC/
MoFP/PPPC/
Local ECs/
Parliamentary
finance
committees

Federal PFM
training center
and provincial
training
academy
or good
governance
center

Central budget
agencies at
each level

PFM Training
Centre,
Provincial Good
Governance
Centre

Responsible
agency

Federation of
Nepali Journalists,
Society of Economic
Journalists Nepal
(SEJON)

All public agencies as
defined by RTI Act

CSOs. Experts,
federal and provincial
training centres

All tiers of
governments and
CSOs

MoF/MoFP

PEFA secretariat

MoF/MoFP

Supporting Agency
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Availability of audit
Media reports/
reports and number
CSO websites
of budget literacy
campaigns with
number of participants

Number of fiscal
openness groups
formed at different
levels

Number of LGs
developing
e-platforms for
citizen engagement
promotion, Status
of the use of the
platforms placed
Number of agencies
making publicity of
fiscal information
through mass media
and public forums

25. Access individual audit reports, demystifying
audit recommendation and widely
disseminating to the public to promote citizen
advocacy for settling arrears and monitoring
progress. Conduct budget literacy campaign
and social accountability tools including public
expenditure survey.

26. Establish and mobilize fiscal openness
promotion groups and their coalition consisting
of inclusive engagement of CSOs, media and
academia at provincial, district sand local
levels and engaging them in PFM policies and
practices.

27. Develop and utilize e-platforms (mobile
applications, web platforms, online tools and
systems) for fiscal information flow, inputs/
grievances collection and interfacing between
PFM actors and citizens

28. Institutionalize the practice of routine
disclosure of key fiscal information prepared in
course of the budget formulation, enactment,
execution and audit/oversight phase through
mass media or direct public gathering and
hearings

Media
clippings and
documentation
of public
forums

Analysis of
the use and
impacts of
e-platforms

Decisions of
province and
local level
government
and details
of the groups
formed

Local
government
websites/
Reports/
Records

Availability of
amended Local
planning and
budgeting guideline
and practices

24. Mainstream and replicate local best practices
such as development of budget transparency
portal and releasing budget data, formation
and engagement of citizens' advisory
councils and thematic groups in periodic plan
development and annual budgeting process
etc. to promote fiscal transparency, citizen
engagement.

Sources

Indicators of progress

Actions

Regular
from first
year

Annually

Every
year from
second
year

Regular

Regular

Timing

PFM agencies
at all three
levels

PEFA
secretariat

PMoFP and
Local ECs

Local CSOs

Local ECs

Responsible
agency

PEFA secretariat

All PFM actors at
federal, provincial nd
local levels

OAG, Local ECs

PEFA secretariat

Supporting Agency
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Source of information/ Means of
verification

Frequency of
monitoring/ measuring

Published at NPC/MOF website,
report on consultation and
participation

Published at NPC web portal

1.2 Availability of MTEF draft with revenue and
expenditure framework and priorities to the public
and details of citizen feedback received on the
revenue and expenditure framework and priorities
developed while framing MTEF

1.3 Disclosure of project bank in open data format
Published at MoF website and
document reflecting feedback and
recommendations
Websites of MoF and PFC

Published at website of Revenue
Advisory Board/MoF

Published at MoF website and
interactive online platform
Budget Details (Red book)

2.1 Availability of pre-budget statement containing
macroeconomic details and data and citizens’
feedback received on pre-budget statement from
different mediums

2.2 Approved procedure of citizen consultation by
parliamentary thematic committees, including
Finance Committee on different aspects of budget
in formulation stage and its parliamentary report of
implementation

2.3 Availability of approved procedures for CSOs,
private sector and citizens consultations during
the budget formation process and a report with
feedback received from different sides

2.4 Availability of method, medium and practice
for receiving citizens’ feedback during budget
formulation phase with inclusive participation

2.5 Amendment to gender budget coding instructions
and improved its practices especially including
gender budgeting at program level

Stage 2: Budget formulation

Published work procedure/
guideline (print/website of NPC)
Consultation meeting minutes and
details of participation published
at NPC website

1.1 Availability of approved procedure of periodic/
strategic planning with the steps of citizen
engagement, disclosure of its primary draft and
practice of consultation with experts and citizen’s’
organizations as well as general public

Stage 1: Periodic/strategic planning and fiscal forecast

Indicators of progress

Open Budget Index for Nepal

Indicators of success

First year and annually

First year and regular

First year (procedure
determination)
Report (Every year)

Every year (midDecember to May 28)

Disclosure within Aprilend collection of inputs
and feedbacks within
May 28

Regular

Annually

Periodically (3/5years)

From 1st year annually

Annually

Responsible agency

MoF and NPC

MoF

Revenue Advisory Board

PFC

MoF/NPC/FFC (inputs and
feedbacks collection)

MoF/NPC (disclosure)

NPC

MoF/NPC

NPC

Strategic objective 1. Improve transparency, accessibility and accountability of federal budget process vis-à-vis the public

Federal level

Indicators (and targets)

Monitoring and Evaluation Plan
Strategic Plan and Action Plan for CE in PFM in Nepal

MoF website
FCGO/MoF portal

2.6 Publication of ‘Citizen Budget’ along with
disclosure of Executive Budget proposal and
relevant budget documents and make arrangement
of machine readable disclosure of budget data
contained in Red Book

Published at the website of
parliamentary secretariat
Live cast, conference reports

3.2 Availability of executive budget proposal study and
review reports

3.3 Practice of representative citizen hearing prior to
parliamentary deliberation on the executive budget
proposal
Published at the MoF/FCGO
websites
Published at the MoF/NPC
websites
Training records

Websites of NPC and concerned
agencies, public survey report
Training records

Published through PPMO office

Process report published at Line
website of Concerned Agencies

4.1 Availability of half-yearly and annual reports
reflecting the status of budget implementation in a
comprehensive manner

4.2 (a) Number of PETs and other forms of TPM
applied annually / Number of sectors covered

4.2 (b) Number of CSOs and media representatives
trained on monitoring of budget and program
implementation at federal level

4.3 Number of beneficiary/ citizen satisfaction/
perception surveys on national pride projects.

4.4 Number of trained MPs and committee members
on technical aspects of income and expenditure,
key economic aspects, parliamentary oversight in
budget and PFM

4.5 Availability of updated public procurement regulations
or directives with the methods of publishing public
procurement related data and information

4.6 Public availability of details related to citizen inputs
and feedback on budget implementation being based
on the mid-term review as well as the agendas and
minutes of the meetings with citizen participation

Stage 4: Budget implementation

Website of parliamentary
secretariat

3.1 Availability of method and medium of feedback
and inputs collection (call center, mobile apps,
suggestion box, email etc) on different aspects of
income nd expenditure

Stage 3: Budget approval

Source of information/ Means of
verification

Indicators (and targets)

Every year

Second year, every year

First year and every
year, Annually

Annually, mid-term and
after completion

Annually

Annually

Quarterly, Half-yearly
and annually from first
year

Annually

Annually

Every year

Every year, Annually

Frequency of
monitoring/ measuring

Line ministries or other
budget enforcement
agencies

OPMCM/PPMO

PFM Training Centre

Concerned agencies and
NPC

Line ministries and
agencies
PFM Training Center

MoF and NPC and line
ministries

MoF/FCGO

Parliament’s Finance
Committee

Parliamentary secretariat

Parliament secretariat

MoF/FCGO/ OPMCM

Responsible agency
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Process report of concerned
agencies

Published at the MoF and
concerned PE websites
Records of civic dialogues nd
public hearing with details of
participation

4.7 Public availability of agenda and decisions
of citizen consultation meetings hosted by
enforcement agencies on budget implementation

4.8 (a) Disclosure of quarterly progress reports of
public enterprises (PE)’s

MoF website
Records of civic dialogue
Participatory monitoring report

4.10 (a) Availability of guideline related to virements
made during pandemic and other emergency times
4.10 (b) Disclosure of such fiscal information and
practices of civic dialogue
4.10 © Practices of participatory citizen monitoring of
key public procurements during emergency

Published at the FCGO portal

Published at the FCGO portal

5.2 Availability of reports with the primary level data
along with functional, economic and administrative
classifications

5.3 Availability of updated records of public properties
and disclose them in open data format

Annually within 7 days
of receiving audit
report

6.2 Availability of individual audit reports to the public
and interactive digital platforms developed and
operated to seek citizen inputs on audit reports

Published at the website of OAG
and all relevant agencies, web
portal and mobile applications

Annually within 7 days
of receiving audit
report

Regular

Real time

Quarterly, Half Yearly
and Yearly

Every month

Second year
Every month during
emergency

Every month

On quarterly basis from
first year

First year and every
year

Prior to public
discussions in course
of the budget
implementation/
annually

Frequency of
monitoring/ measuring

6.1 (a) Availability of updated guidelines and mechanism Published at the website of OAG
of citizen organizations in the performance audit
and all relevant agencies, web
6.1 (b) Availability of stipulated methods of citizen
portal and mobile applications
engagement in environmental audit, IT audit and
specialized audit etc
6.1 © Arrangement of citizen inputs collection on in
course of risk assessment analysis and audit planning
during financial and regular audit
6.1 (d) Practice of collecting grievances and inputs on
audit conducted by district-based office of the audit

Stage 6: Auditing and oversight

Published at MoF website

5.1 Availability of comprehensive fiscal documents
reflecting status of budget implementation

Stage 5: Accounting and reporting

MoF website

4.9 Availability of details related to the transfers of
funds and sources of revenue on the heading of
budget spending

4.8 (b) Number of citizen dialogue and public hearing
based on the disclosed reports of the PEs

Source of information/ Means of
verification

Indicators (and targets)

OAGN and all federal level
agencies

OAGN

FCGO

FCGO

MoF, FCGO

MoF

MoF

All Public enterprises and
Public Debt Management
Office

Line ministries or other
budget enforcement
agencies

Responsible agency
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Website of parliamentary
secretariat
Website of parliament secretariat
Relevant regulation/ ToR of the
office
Published at the FCGO and
parliament's website
Website of relevant agency and
open hearing

6.3 Availability of set methods and mediums (direct
consultation) of citizen engagement during PAC
deliberations

6.4 Disclosure of study reports of parliamentary
committees on budget execution

6.5 Availability of a Budget Office equipped with
expert human resource at parliament

6.6 Availability of public notices and analysis on
different aspects of fiduciary risks

6.7 Number of public audits and hearings on
infrastructure development projects

Regular

Quarterly and as per
need

Second year by
parliament

From first year, annually

Regular

Frequency of
monitoring/ measuring

All budget implementing
agencies

Parliamentary Secretariat,
OAGN and PEFA
secretariat

Federal parliament
(HoR)

Parliamentary committees

PAC

Responsible agency

Published at PPPC website/portal,
Province MoFP website and open
practice
Published at PPPC website,
Province MoFP website and open
practice
PPPC organogram and human
resource

1.3 Preparation and disclosure of province-level
infrastructure project bank

1.4 Availability of process guideline on integrating
project bank on annual budget

1.5 Availability of technical HR to institutionalize the
concept of project bank, periodic/strategic plan and
other tools

2.1 Amended provision on pre-budget statement along
with amendment to the Financial Work Procedure
and Fiscal Responsibility Act

Websites of MoF & Province
Assembly Secretariat

Published at PPPC website, Notice
and report issued for feedback

1.2 Production and disclosure of MTEF draft with scope
of citizen feedback and Practices of CE

Stage 2: Budget formulation

Published at PPPc website,
Determined methods for receiving
citizen feedback

1,1 Disclosure of primary draft of periodic and strategic
plans and determined method and practice of
citizen engagement

Stage 1: Periodic/Strategic planning and fiscal forecast

Indicators of progress

Indicators of success:
Provincial development index. Volume of public and
private investments.

First year

Second year

Second Year

Second year

Annually with MTEF
review

During every annual
planning

Province MoFP, Province
Assembly Finance
Committee

OCMCM, PPPC

PPPC

PPPC

PPPC and MoFP

PPPC

Strategic objective 2. Make the provincial budget an effective instrument for linking strategic investment priorities with local development needs

Provincial level

Source of information/ Means of
verification

Indicators (and targets)
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Websites of MoFP & Province
Assembly Secretariat
Report published in the website of
province assembly secretariat

Website of Province Assembly
Secretariat

Website of MoFP

Province MoFP website

Website of MoFP

Website of Province Assembly
Secretariat
Open assembly, MoFP website
and reports

2.3 Details of integrated inputs received from citizens
and parliamentarians based on pre-budget
statement

2.4 Practice of consultation by Finance Committee to
receive inputs and feedbacks on revenue policy

2.4 Availability of relevant regulation/ procedure for
citizen consultations on revenue related issues

2.5 Number of provinces (Revenue Advisory
Committee) practicing acquisition of citizen inputs
and feedbacks and preparation of analysis report

2.6 Availability of citizen budget (a simplified
presentation of budget)

2.7 Number of provinces producing gender-responsive
budget guideline, Budget details (Red Book) with
GRB code

2.8 Availability of relevant regulation/ procedure
inclusive of CE in budget calendar in formulation
guideline and report explaining the use of SA tools

2.9 Number of provinces conducting participatory
budget formulation workshop sessions at province
electoral constituency level and availability of report
explaining dynamics of on-line citizens inputs

Website of concerned agency,
Web Portal of PPMO
Websites of PPPC and MoFP

4.1 Disclosure of public procurement and contractual
documents

4.2 Availability of guideline on citizen engagement,
partnership and participatory monitoring of
budget implementation

Stage 4: Budget implementation

3.1 Minutes of relevant Assembly meetings and records
of feedback collected

Open hearing, Province Assembly
Secretariat website

Websites of MoFP & Province
Assembly Secretariat

2.2 Availability of pre-budget statement containing
comprehensive information including economic
outlook

Stage 3: Budget approval

Source of information/ Means of
verification

Indicators (and targets)

Second year

Annually

Annually

Annually

First year, Annually,

Within seven days
after presentation of
executive budget every
year

Regular

Second year (method
determination)
Every year
(implementation)

Methods development
(second year),
implementation
(regular)

Prior to seven days
budget is presented to
parliament

Prior to a month
budget is presented to
parliament

Frequency of
monitoring/ measuring

PPPC and MoFP

Line ministry and agencies

Province Assembly
Secretariat

MoFP

MoFP and PPPC

Province MoFP

Revenue Advisory
Committee

Province Finance
Committee

Province Assembly FC

Province MoFP, Province
Finance Committee

Province MoFP

Responsible agency
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Websites of Province Assembly
Secretariat, PPPC and Line
Ministry and Agencies
Websites of PPPC and MoFP
Website of Ministry of Social
Development, public hearings

Website of Ministry of Social
Development
Records of gathering, meetings
and public notices and public
audit reports
Website of Social Dev. Ministry,
Public Audit Records/Study
Reports
Publicly available report, Websites
of Chief Minister’s Offices and
Line Ministries
Records/Report/Meeting minutes
of Assembly Committee
MoFP website

MoFP website
MoFP website

4.3 Number of projects with public oversight
documented and availability of PETS and third
party monitoring reports

4.4 Number of projects with citizen monitoring
arrangements

4.5 Availability of citizen monitoring guideline for
all local programs/projects Number of citizen
monitoring

4.6 Number of provinces and agencies conducting
public hearing and citizen dialogue

4.7 Public gathering on the formation of users’
committee, public audit and process and practice
of disclosure of users committee progress

4.7 Availability of public audit procedure
Percentage of projects with documented public audits

4.8 Percentage of projects with citizens’ satisfaction
surveys conducted

4.9 Percentage of projects with documented citizens
involvement in progress review

4.10 Availability of procedure with fiscal disclosure
and CE during emergency, disclosure of fiscal
information and practices of CE

4.11 Disclosure of fiscal information including transfer
and virements as part of the Appropriation Act

4.12 Proposal on budget transfer and virements
presented in the parliament

6.1 Availability of updated regulation/ procedures on
citizen participation in audit

OAG website

Websites/web portals of FCGO
and Province Accounts Control
Office

5.2 Availability of complete accounting and reporting
data with financial, economic and administrative
classifications

Stage 6: External audit and oversight stage

Websites of MoFP and line
agencies

5.1 Availability of regular budget progress reports

Stage 5: Accounting and reporting stage

Source of information/ Means of
verification

Indicators (and targets)

First year, Regular

Regular

Monthly, Quarterly, Half
Yearly and Yearly

Every slot when budget
transfers are required

Regular

First year, every month
during emergency

From first year
monthly/quarterly/half
yearly/yearly

Regular, After project
completion

First year, Regular

Regular

First year, Regular

First year, Regular

Second year

Regularly

Frequency of
monitoring/ measuring

OAG

FCGO and Province
Accounts Control Office

MoFP

MoFP

MoFP

MoFP

Provincial Assembly
Committees

Chief Minister’s Office

Social Dev. Ministry

Offices under Line
Ministries, Users
Committees

Social Dev. Ministry, Line
Ministries & Agencies

Line Ministries & Agencies

PPPC, MoFP

Province Assembly
Committee, PPPC, Line
Ministry and Agencies

Responsible agency
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OAG website, Media report
Records of press conference and
communication materials
Website of Provincial Assembly
Secretariat (communication
materials and reports)
Reports published at Province
Assembly Secretariat Website
Website of Province Assembly
Secretariat, committees’
published reports
Training report and records
Website of Province Assembly
Secretariat
Organogram and Human
Resource

6.2 Number of provinces with CSOs and media trained
on different aspects of audit

6.3 Number of provinces disclosing audit report by
organizing press conference

6.4 Availability of updated regulation/ procedures of
PAC to examine audit report implementation

6.5 Practice of open discussion on audit reports in
provincial committees

6.6 Share of reports reviewed by the Province
Assembly Committees

6.7 Number of committees trained in each province on
PFM and CE

6.8 Availability of participatory parliamentary
monitoring guidelines

6.9 Availability of budget offices at Province Assembly
secretariat

Third year

Second year

In every two years

Monthly, Quarterly, Half
Yearly, Annually

Every year

Second Year

Every year

Every year

Frequency of
monitoring/ measuring

Website of Municipality/Rural
Municipality, Records containing
information of citizen inputs

1.2 Number of local levels formulating and disclosing
periodic plan, disclosure of details of citizen inputs
and final draft

Website of Municipality/Rural
Municipality
Organogram and human resource

1.4 Number of local levels sharing projects banks
compiled in a participatory manner

1.5 Number of local levels setting up planning and
finance management section or unit

1.3 Share of local governments with properly developed
and publicly consulted MTEF

Website of Municipality/Rural
Municipality

1.1 Number of local levels developing participatory
periodic planning guideline

Stage 1: Periodic/strategic planning and fiscal forecast

Indicators of progress

Indicators of success: Availability of regulations,
guidelines (for both urban and rural setting) and
number of local government units applying them.

Regular since second
year

Every year

Every year

First year
During formulation of
periodic plan

Strategic objective 3. Operationalise citizen engagement and inclusion principles in local PFM process.

Local level

Source of information/ Means of
verification

Indicators (and targets)

Municipal executive

Municipal executive

Municipal executive

Municipal executive

Province Assembly
Secretariat

Province Assembly
Secretariat

Province assembly
secretariat

Province assembly
committees including
finance committee

Province PAC

Province PAC

Province PAC

OAG

Responsible agency
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Training reports and records

1.6 Availability of trained technical HR to institutionalize
the concept of project bank, periodic/strategic plan
and MTEF

Website of Municipality/Rural
Municipality

Program report
Website of Municipality/Rural
Municipality, meeting reports/
records

Records of consultation meetings

Website of Municipality/
Rural Municipality, Records of
consultation meetings

Website of Municipality/Rural
Municipality, Records of feedback
on policy & program
Notices, records. Reports of
participatory meetings and inputs
Website of Municipality/Rural
Municipality
Website of Municipality/Rural
Municipality
Website of Municipality/Rural
Municipality

2.1 Availability of updated budget guidelines defining
CE approaches and methods in bottom-up planning
process

2.2 Number of local levels conducting ward-level
consultation meetings in budget formulation phase

2.3 Availability of relevant regulation/ procedures and
sector/sub-sector budget ceiling

2.4 Number of local levels having practice of
conducting participatory meeting by the budget
and revenue related committee in the budget
formulation phase

2.5 Availability of budget base paper i.e. pre-budget
statement for upcoming fiscal year and number of
local levels holding pre-budget consultations

2.6 Number of local levels disclosing policy and
program at least seven days prior to budget
presentation

2.7 Share of local levels collecting citizens’ inputs on
revenue policy

2.8 Number of local levels with GESI mainstreaming
guidelines and its implementation reports

2.9 Number of local levels with availability of budget
books showing disaggregated levels of budget
information

2.10 Number of local level disclosing budget proposal
with annexes

Stage 2: Budget formulation

Source of information/ Means of
verification

Indicators (and targets)

Every year (on budget
proposal presentation
day)

Every year

Every year

Every year

First year

First year, every year

Every year

Every year

Second year, every year

First year and regular

First year and in every
two years

Frequency of
monitoring/ measuring

Program/budget
formulation Committee

Program/budget
formulation Committee

Municipal executive

Revenue Advisory
Committee

Municipal executive

Resource Estimation
and Budget Ceiling
Determination Committee
and Revenue Consultation
Committee

Resource Estimation
and Budget Ceiling
Determination Committee
and Revenue Consultation
Committee

Resource Estimation
and Budget Ceiling
Determination Committee
and Revenue Consultation
Committee

Ward committees

Resource Estimate
and Budget Ceiling
Determination Committee,
Program and Budget
Formulation Committee

Local gov. Federal
PFM Training Centre
and Provincial Good
Governance Centre

Responsible agency
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Website of Municipality/Rural
Municipality

2.11 Number of local levels producing and disclosing
citizen budget (a simplified version of annual
budget)

Report and records of public
hearing
Websites of local governments

3.2 Number of local levels with amended local
assembly operations guideline and its practice for
budget proposal study and consultation

3.3 Number of local levels publishing approved
appropriation plan and budget booklet with
classified information
Website of Municipality/Rural
Municipality, web publication
Website of Municipality/Rural
Municipality

Website of Municipality/Rural
Municipality, Web publication

Records/reports of public
hearings
Document reflecting participatory
decision
Website of Municipality/Rural
Municipality, Detail Project Report
Published monitoring report and
records
Published monitoring report and
records
Website of Municipality/Rural
Municipality, concerned reports
and records

4.1 Number of local levels producing and publishing
the calendar of monthly, quarterly, half yearly and
yearly reports

4.2 Publicly available the guideline/procedure
related to the users’ committee operation and
management for enhancing accountability of
users’ committee

4.3 Number of local levels developing public
procurement regulation and allowing citizen
observation on public procurement decisions as
well as disclosing public procurement decisions

4.4 Number of local levels conducting public hearing
on budget implementation

4.5 Number of local levels allowing practice of citizen
observation on revenue related bidding process

4.6 Number of local levels having work procedure and
practice of disclosing public debt or preparatory
details public private partnership projects

4.7 Number of local level and local projects having
participatory monitoring practice.

4.8 Share of high investment projects with satisfaction
surveys conducted

4.9 Number of local levels executing social
accountability tools,, including complaint hearing
and redress mechanisms

Stage 4: Budget implementation

Report and records of public
hearing

3.1 Number of local levels where municipal assembly
receive citizens inputs before budget approval

Stage 3: Budget approval

Source of information/ Means of
verification

Indicators (and targets)

First year, Regular

Regular

Regular

Regular

Regular

Regular

Second year, Regular

First year

First year, Monthly,
Quarterly, Half Yearly
and Yearly

Every year

Every year (after
budget presentation
until approval)

Every year (after
budget presentation
until approval)

Every year (on budget
proposal presentation
day)

Frequency of
monitoring/ measuring

Municipal executive, CSOs

Local level monitoring
committee, local CSOs

Local level monitoring
committee, local CSOs

Municipal executive

Municipal executive

Municipal executive, ward
committees

Municipal executive

Municipal assembly

Municipal executive

Municipal executive

Local assembly

Local assembly

Program/budget
formulation Committee

Responsible agency
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Website of Municipality/Rural
Municipality

Website of Municipality/Rural
Municipality, records of dialogue
and feedbacks
Website of Municipality/Rural
Municipality

4.10 Number of local levels with relevant work
procedure with community/participatory
monitoring and grievance redress in public
programs

4.11 Number of local levels conducting civic dialogue
to disclose information on budget transfer during
pandemic and other emergency times

4.12 Number of local levels routinely disclosing
information on budget transfer on normal times.

Website of Municipality/Rural
Municipality
FCGO web portal

5.2 Share of local governments routinely disclosing
financial progress reports

5.3 Availability of budget data with economic,
functional and administrative classifications

Website of Municipality/Rural
Municipality, Records of discussion
Relevant records and reports
Website of Municipality/Rural
Municipality, Public Audit reports
Relevant work procedure and
records of practice
OAG website

6.2 Proportion of local governments disclosing
audit reports discussing them in committees and
assemblies

6.3 Share of local governments where PACs hold
participatory discussion on arrears

6.4 Share of local governments mandatorily practicing
public audits on locally-implemented projects

6.5 Number of local governments consulting CSOs
during performance audit

6.6 Arrangement of civic complaint/suggestion
collection during audit at local level

Every year

Every year

First year and prior to
the final instalment of
payment

Regular

Every year

First year or first
session of municipal
assembly

Every year since second
year

Quarterly, Half Yearly
and Yearly

Regular

Every month

Every month in
emergency situation

First year

Frequency of
monitoring/ measuring

OAG

OAG

Accounts Committees,
CSOs

Accounts Committees

Accounts Committee

Municipal assembly

Accounts and Budget
Section

Accounts and Budget
Section

Accounts and Budget
Section

Municipal executive’s
secretariat

Municipal executive’s
secretariat

Municipal executive

Responsible agency

Indicators of success: Improved capability and practice
of collaboration between government and citizens

Strategic objectives 4: To enhance fiscal transparency and good governance at all levels and phases on the basis of partnership between the
government and citizens

Cross Cutting Components

Committee’s organizational structure
posted in local level website

6.1 Share of local governments with Accounts
Committee properly formed

Stage 6: External audit and oversight

Website or portal of Municipality/
Rural Municipality

5.1 Share of local governments disclosing
comprehensive level of budget information,
preferably on open formats

Stage 5: Accounting and reporting

Source of information/ Means of
verification

Indicators (and targets)
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First year, every year

Quarterly, half yearly
and yearly

Organogram and human resource
of related agencies

Second year

11. Number of agencies forming separate PFM section
or unit

Websites of Federal MoF,
Provincial MoFP and Local
Governments

7. Number of province and local levels having open
budget data policy/procedures

Second year

Websites of concerned tiers of
governments

Website of Provincial Ministry of
Social Development

6. Number of provinces and local levels with good
governance laws including the provisions of citizen
engagement in PFM

Second year

10. Disclosure of regular report on special funds set up
by different tiers of governments

Need assessment report

5. Need assessment study on the setup of Independent
Fiscal Institute with expert human resource and
mandate to carry out PFM study, analysis and
consult with citizens

Second year

Every year with budget
speech

MoF Website

4. Amended budget formulation guideline and
calendar stipulating the spaces of citizen
engagement in budget formulation

Annually from second
year

Websites of federal and provincial
Finance Ministry and Planning
Commissions

Disaggregated details of
participation and records

3. Availability of methods, medium and practice of
citizen participation in course of determining various
policies, methods and standards relating to natural
resource and public finance

Second year

9. Practice of preparation and disclosure of federal and
provincial development program books

MoF website

2. Amendment to FWPFR Act and Budget Formulation
Guidelines, including the provisions related to public
hearing and grievance management enshrined in the
Good Governance Act

Second year and every
two years

First quarter of first
year
First year and as per
the need

First year

FCGO/PEFA website
Reports and documentation of
concerned programs
Assessment reports

1 (a) Availability of approved strategy for CE in PFM in
Nepal with action plan
1(b) Number of governments (levels), agencies,
organizations and CSOs in training
1© Number of governments (levels) with CEPFM
strategy and action plan assessed

Frequency of
monitoring/ measuring

8. Availability of updated local government selfWebsite of MOFAGA
assessment guideline with indicators of CE in budget
process

Source of information/ Means of
verification

Indicators (and targets)

MoF, MoFP, NPC,
municipal executive, OAG,
parliamentary secretariat,
FCGO

Federal MoF, Provincial
MoFP and municipal
executive

Federal and provincial
finance ministries and
planning commissions

Federal, provincial and
local governments

MoF, MoFP and Municipal
Executive

Provincial Ministry of Social
Development

PEFA secretariat

MoF

NNRFC

MoF, Federal Parliament

PEFA secretariat

Responsible agency
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Source of information/ Means of
verification
Mechanisms placed at MoF, MoFP
and municipal executive office
Details of technical assistance
provided at province and local
levels
Website of every level and
agencies
NIC website
MoF and MoFP websites

Training completion report with
details of participants
Mapping report

Training with disaggregated
participation report
Published and broadcast
materials, hearings and campaigns
reports
Decisions of LG EC and reports
Acquisition of RTI applications
and proactive disclosure
Training reports
Websites/web portals of local
levels, records of participation and
open/public hearing

Indicators (and targets)

12. Arrangement of human resource and capacity
building for producing and publishing budget
documents and implementing CE systems

13. Availability of incentives from federal agencies on
the promotion of fiscal transparency at all levels

14. Defined stages of CE in budget process in budget
formulation guideline or relevant work procedure
and practice of participation

15. Number of agencies with RTI implementation
audits

16. Availability of a PFM training manual with CE
methods

17. Number of training delivered on CE in PFM to the
elected representatives and disaggregated details of
participants

18. Mapping of CSOs working in the PFM area at
different levels

19. Number of PFM training focusing representatives
of select CSOs and disaggregated details of
participants

20. Number of budget/PFM literacy campaigns,
including PSAs

21. Number of LGs with budget clubs formed and
capacity building program conducted

22. Number of RTI applications filed and addressed on
PFM issues

23. Number of budget journalism groups with PFM
trained journalists

24. Number of local levels adopting and mainstreaming
best practices of CE in PFM

Regular from first year

Regular

Regular

Every two year

Regular

Regular

Every two years

Regular

Firs year

Every year

Every two years

Regular

First year

Frequency of
monitoring/ measuring

Municipal executive

Federal and provincial PFM
training centres

CSOs, media and citizens

LG EC

PEFA secretariat, MoF,
NPC, municipal executive,
OAG, parliamentary
committees

PFM training centre and
province good governance
centre

Key budget agencies and
units at each levels

PFM Training Centre,
Provincial Good
Governance Centre

PFM training centre,
province good governance
centre

NIC

Key budget agencies at
each level

Agencies under MoF and
NPC

Budget agencies and units
at all levels

Responsible agency
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Source of information/ Means of
verification
Media coverage and website of
local CSOs
Details of decisions of province
and local governments and
groups formed
Analysis of the use and impacts of
e-platforms
Media clippings and
documentation of public forums

Indicators (and targets)

25. Number of local levels where CSOs receive audit
reports and run promotional activities

42

26. Number of provinces, districts and local levels
having fiscal openness working groups

27. Number of LGs developing e-platforms for citizen
engagement promotion, Number of platforms
placed and used

28. Number of agencies making publicity of fiscal
information through mass media and public forums

Regular from first year

Annually

Second year, every year

Regular

Frequency of
monitoring/ measuring

PFM agencies at all three
levels

PEFA Secretariat

Province MoFP, Municipal
executives

Local CSOs

Responsible agency
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Freedom Forum
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P.O. Box: 24292
Block No. 22, Adarsha Marg
Thapathali, Kathmandu, Nepal
Telephone: 977-1-4102022, 4102030
Fax: 977-1-4226099
Email: info@freedomforum.org.np
monitoring@freedomforum.org.np
Web: www.freedomforum.org.np
www.nepalpressfreedom.org

